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Outline

Context
Four phases:
– Needs Assessment
– Physical Library Review
– Digital Library Creation
– Population Touchdown Suite

Conclusions/Lessons Learned



Context

Large research university
Hopkins Population Center (HPC) is a federally funded 
research center that crosses departmental and campus 
boundaries: 11 departments, 1 other research center, 3 
physical locations
50 researchers working globally and domestically (with 
research in over 40 countries)
Broad range of research interests around the theme of 
population issues including reproductive health



Context, cont’d

PDL built on previous collaboration that sought funding 
to develop and test information services with a digital 
library and “information specialist in context”
Existing print collection contained: 
– ~7,500 cataloged monographs
– 250 journals
– Uncataloged working paper collection

Full time librarian
Monthly table of contents service, paper-based



Context, cont’d: Rationale

HPC approached the Welch Library to offer information 
services specified by their grant
Library recognized that researchers were depending 
more and more on electronic resources and saw an 
opportunity to move from a print to an electronic based 
collection
The library welcomed the opportunity to:
– assess faculty needs 
– tailor the electronic collection to those needs
– build working relationships with the faculty
– build librarian expertise in population sciences 



Needs Assessment I: Instrument

Literature review
Internal iterative development process 
Pre-testing
Time constraints and other goals dictated face-
to-face interviews with paper-based instrument



Needs Assessment II: Methods

Set up interviews with faculty 
Filled out survey together
Developed database
Collated interview data from faculty associates
Methodological: If you’ve got the time and 
computer expertise, do an electronic survey from 
the beginning



Needs Assessment III: Results

Completed twenty-six interviews
Identified key items : 88 journals, 26 databases, 
62 books, data sources, services
Gained insight into work patterns of faculty and 
their use of electronic and print media in their 
research
Identified service needs, e.g. current awareness
Developed working relationships, trust



Needs Assessment III: Results cont.

Less than 1/3 said they had been to the PIRC in the last 
6 months; less than ¼ consulted staff
Half already used electronic and print current 
awareness services
Unanticipated findings: 
– Surprising number of immediate needs that could be met 

through the interview process
– The initial journal list based on usage statistics does not 

match reported usage



Physical Library Review

Process: 
– Developed review criteria jointly with relevant library 

departments and faculty
– Reviewed all print items in the library

Outcomes:
– Survey confirmed relatively low usage of most library print 

materials by faculty, high usage of existing electronic 
resources

– Found ~30-40% more uncataloged monographs 
– Enhanced librarian’s awareness of breadth of resources



Digital Library Creation

Identified key materials and services based on results of 
the survey: journals, databases, books, data sources 
and e-table of contents
Developed interface jointly with library technology group
Design considerations: 
– Integrate with existing HPC and Welch Web sites look and 

feel
– Make PDL sustainable: integrate functionally with Welch 

databases
Beta-tested with faculty





Digital Library Revisions

Added direct links to print items; 
Links and information buttons to table of 
contents alerting services 
Added sorting functions to site



Digitization

Polled faculty
The top two picks:
– Methods & Materials of Demography, Shryock
– Regional Model Life Tables, Coale and Demeny
– Others (partly available online):

• DHS Reports; Stata Manuals; UN Demographic Yearbook; 
Econometric Analysis, Greene, W.H.; Applied Multivariate Statistical 
Analysis, Johnson & Wichern; Child Survival in Developing Countries, 
Boerma



Touchdown Suite

Consultation space
Computer access and work area for laptop
Seminar room
Touchscreen/Plasma Screen
Mobile classroom for training





Touchdown Suite











Services

Available anytime by email, phone or appointment
Drop-in hours at the touchdown suite, present at 
Monday seminars 
One-on-one, class orientations to services
One-on-one new literature alerts set-up
Search help
Seminar support for additional literature



Conclusion

Project collaboration is an excellent way to get 
the attention of busy researchers and address 
some immediate and longer term information 
and service needs
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